**Product Specification Sheet**

**Size**
- Length: 4060mm
- Distance Between Axes: 2667mm
- Overall Width: 1275mm
- Overall Height: 2010mm
- All Wheel Drive: 3X3
- 200cv/147kw
- Top Speed: 130+ mph
- 0 to 60 mph: 1.8 sec

**Cargo Capacity**
- 2 hot/cold bottles
- 2 midsize exclusive leather suitcases

**Safety**
- Applicable FMVSS and NHTSA standards
- 4 Airbags
- Carbon fiber bodywork
- Lights with ignition effect
- Tire sensor
- Screen for co-pilot experience
- Automatic scissor opening doors
- Intelligent traction and suspension system
- Customize paint color available
- 7 screens including the steering wheel, Sport tech experience interface .. developed exclusively.
- 4 cameras for 360 vision that also record your driving

**Performances**
- 1.8 sec
- 200cv/147kw
- 130+ mph

**Range**
- Charged 20 miles; 240V at 30 miles/hour
- Standard plugs can be used.
- 300 miles

**Charging**
- 80 kWh
- 300 miles

**Technology Interface**
- 4 cameras for 360 vision that also record your driving
- Ultimate Features
- Biometric unique steering wheel
- App to recognize configuration
- Custom fiber bodywork
- Night vision with light detection
- Adaptive cruise control
- Lane departure warning
- Emergency braking
- Smarter for up-closer experience
- Automatic urban stopping system
- Two 12V DC & 120V DC rear
- Head-up display and environment system
- Consumer payment available

**Availabilty**
- 2023

**Starting Price**
- $149,000 USD